RESIDENTIAL BUILDING PERMIT APPLICATION

CONTRACTORS:

BUILDER: _______________________________ CONTACT: _______________________________
PLUMBING: _______________________________ CONTACT: _______________________________
SITWORK: _______________________________ CONTACT: _______________________________

WORK TYPE: ( ) ABANDON ( ) ADDITION ( ) MOVE ( ) NEW ( ) REMODEL ( ) REPAIR ( ) REPLACE
( ) TEMPORARY

BUILDING TYPE: ( ) HOUSE ( ) DECK ( ) ACCESSORY SHED ( ) GARAGE
( ) POOL ( ) INTERIOR ( ) WINDOWS ( ) FOUNDATION ( ) DOORS
( ) OTHER______________________________

ENCLOSED: ( ) FLOOR PLAN ( ) ELEVATION PLAN ( ) CONSTRUCTION SPECS ( ) SURVEY

BUILDING/STRUCTURE SIZE: LENGTH _______ X WIDTH _______ SQ FT: _______

BUILDING/STRUCTURE HEIGHT: FEET _______ STORIES _______

FOUNDATION: ( ) CONCRETE ( ) STONE ( ) BLOCK ( ) WOOD ( ) OTHER_____________________

DESCRIBE: __________________________________________

FLOOR CONSTRUCTION: ( ) WOOD ( ) STEEL ( ) TRUSS ( ) OTHER_____________________

DESCRIBE: __________________________________________

WALL CONSTRUCTION: ( ) WOOD ( ) STEEL ( ) BLOCKS ( ) OTHER_____________________

DESCRIBE: __________________________________________

SIDING: ( ) REPAIR ( ) REPLACE ( ) ALUMINUM ( ) STEEL ( ) VINYL ( ) WOOD ( ) OTHER_____________________

DESCRIBE: __________________________________________

WINDOW(S): ( ) NEW ( ) REPLACEMENT

SIZE/LOCATION: __________________________________________

DOOR(S): ( ) NEW ( ) REPLACEMENT

SIZE/LOCATION: __________________________________________

ROOF CONSTRUCTION: ( ) REPAIR ( ) REPLACE ( ) TRUSS ( ) RAFTER ( ) OTHER_____________________

DESCRIBE: __________________________________________

TYPE OF HEAT/FUEL/UTILITIES:

ELECTRICAL:

POOL: DIAMETER _______ DEPTH _______ ( ) INGROUND ( ) ABOVE GROUND

RESIDENTIAL BUILDING PERMIT FEES

1-100 square feet - $15  1001-2000 square feet - $100
101-500 square feet - $30  2001-4000 square feet - $250
501-1000 square feet - $55  4001 square feet and greater - $500

After-the-Fact Permits: Fees Doubled

TOTAL DUE: ____________________________